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SlowRiot for NewZe
35Bardstudentsjointhousan~ofprotestorsin
QuebecCityto protestfreetradeandsmashcapitalism.
ROB PONCE
and RAFI ROM

concern was with the FTAA promoters' disregard for labor rights
and environmental protection. For
Last weekend. the delegates to them, free trade agreements put
the third Summit of the Americas commerce above all else, and they
were met by thousands of demon- fear the new Bush administration's
strators opposing Free Trade. The policy making on this issue.
Bard Student Action Collective Although President Clinton signed
(SAC) helped provide housing, NAFTA in 1994, which implementtransportation. and demonstration ed free trade between the United
training for over 35 Bard Students States, Canada, and Mexico, oppowho took part in the massive sition within the Democratic Party
protest held in Quebec City, around derailed Clinton from imposing
the perimeter of the four kilometer free trade on the entire Western
fence the Canadian Government Hemisphere. President Bush, on
built to keep demonstrators away the other hand. has had far more
from the meetings. With the excep- political leverage to sign such an ment because such a stipulation specifically addressed the protestion of Fidel Castro, all 34 other agreement. The support for free may have a negative impact on tors' demands for minimum wages
leaders in the Western Hemisphere trade within the Republican Party is commerce.
and environmental protection. This
were present at this weekend's so strong that many of Bush's conAlthough the President did move was interpreted by many as
meetings, including President stituents have pressured the acknowledge that "a strong moral just another example of the Bush
President not to allow any clause commitment to protecting our envi- administration's convoluted use of
Bush.
protecting labor or environmental ronment and improving labor stan- inclusive rhetoric to promote excluProtest Background
The demonstrators' primary rights to be inserted into an agree- dards," was necessary, he never sive policy.
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KATE MULLEN

artificial intelligence, such
I ing
as that the computer program

Gregory Chaitin is at the
IBM Wauon Research Center in
New York. In the mid 1960s,
when he was a teenager, he created algorithmic information
tMOry (AJT), which combines,
elemen{s,
other
among
Shannon's information theory
and Turing's theory of computability. In the three dec~es
since then he ha&been the principal architect of the theory.
Among his contributions are the
dejlniJionof a random sequence
via algorithmic incompressibility, and his information-theoretic
approach to Godel's incompleteness theorem. He is the author of
Algorithmic
books:
six
Information Theory published by
Cambridge University Press;
Information, Randomness &
Incompleteness and InformationTheoretic Incompleteness, both
published by World Scientific;
and The Limits of MathemaJics,
The Unknowable and Exploring
Randomness, all published by
Springer-Verlag.
Chaitin came to Bard on
March 27 and gave a talk entitled On the Limits of
Mathematics. He was interviewed before the talk; ~cerpls
follow.
You've been making some
provocame statements regard-

Mathematica could be considered a sort of AI. Some people
would define a true Al as baving an inner life, as feeling
what it is to be itself. Under
this definition, is Mathematica
an Al?
If that is the definition, then
Mathematica is not an Al
because it knows mathematics,
but it does not have a human personality at all. If it did it would
be a lot more interesting, and
more scary
So is there a fundamental difference between something
conscious in the human sense
like
something
and
Mathematica? Once a program like Mathematica gets
smart enough, will it be as conscious as a human?
Well, I don't know. I think consciousness is a big mystery, and
it doesn't fit into our current science very well. A few years ago
)'OU couldn't talk about it, it was
an unmentionable subject If you
mentioned consciousness, it
meant that you weren't a scientist, your career was wrecked.
Now people are talking about
consciousness again, whtch I
think is 8ood.
You made another provocame
comment recently. You said
see Chaitin on page 12...

Dan Seligman. a reprc~entative
of the Sierra Club said. RWewant to
hold companies operating outside
their own country to the same rules
they have at home." Companies
based within the United States have
to pay workers at least minimum
see Full Spread on page 6-7...

legally documented immigrants
from Mexico, Puerto Rico, and
Admit it. The produce section of Jamaica. It's a wide margin to go
Stop 'n Shop is an amazing place to by, but the number is hard to pin
visit. Cruising with your cart down because farmworkers are
through the aisles of glistening such a mobile population. While
apples, crisp lettuce, and imported more and more migrant farmworkcoconuts is as scenic as a drive ers are now choosing to settle in
through the Catskills. And it always New York year-round,most follow
warms the heart to buy the food the harvest routes beginning in
marked "locally produeed." But as Florida. running through the midmystic as the place seems, all of it Atlantic states, and ending in New
didn't just descend out of nowhere. York and the rest of New England.
In Bard's area, where harvests
This semester, the Migrant
Labor Project, a student group come as late as November, farmwithin the Human Rights Project, workers are concentrated in the
has been working toward educating apple and dairy industries. New
the community about where all that York's other staples include onions,
produce comes from. So far they've cabbage, and sweet com. The dairy
hosted a number of speakers and industry is the nation's second
films-you've probably seen the largest. "There's a huge communisigns or been to the events-address- ty of people who support our exising migrant workers and labor con- tence here and a part of that are the
farmworkers who grow our food."
ditions on farms.
Currently the Migrant Labor said Emma Kreyche, a junior who
for works with the Migrant Labor
organizing
is
Project
Farmworker Advocacy Day on Project. "No one can say they're not
May I, a march on the capitol in a part of that community and not
Albany for farmworkers' rights. involved in farmworker issues."
Despite their immense role in
Depending on who you ask, New
York's largest industry, farmNew
York's farms employ between
I 0,000 and 45,000 workers, mostly workers enjoy few of the privileges
MICHAEL HAGGERTY

granted other laborers. 'The average
farmworker earns about $7,500
annually and rarely receives health
benefits or disability compensation.
The work-dayoften extends longer
than twelve hours and farm owners
are not required by law to pay their
workers overtime. The New York
State constitution excludes agricultural laborers from collective bargaining rights, which mounts a
huge obstacle against securing
higher wages.
Farmworkers also suffer from a
number of occupational health
risks. Pesticides poison thousands
each year. Infant mortality among
farmworkers is considerably higher
than in the rest of the population.
And even though law stipulates that
drinking water and toilet facilities
should be located in all fields where
people are worlting, many growers
don't provide them.
Sound like a tough job?
Farmworker advocates have their
work cut out for them too. With
offices .inNew Paltz and Rochester,
the three attorneys at Farmworker
Legal Services (FLS) serve the
entire state. Triccia Kacelec, who
see Migrant Workers on page 2...
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Bard's1MigrantLaborProject
... Migrant Worken from page 1.
spoke at Bard in late March with
her colleague Dan Werner, said the
hardest part of her job is staying in
contact with her clients. FLS
engages in a lot of outreach,
informing workers of their legal
rights. FLS represents farmworkers
in cases ranging from housing
issues to problems with growers
who fail to pay minimum wage, to
sexual harassment. Retaliatory firings are another common problem
that arrises when, for example,
workers complain about low wages
or working conditiofl!>. "Fear of
retaliation is a huge problem," said
Kacelec. "Sometimes I'm amazed at
how brave people are."
The possibility of retaliation for
complaints also hinders efforts at
organizing workers. "If tomorrow
you can be deported, that's a real

impediment to getting organized or
taking a ris~." said Adanjesus
Quavez, an organiur for the nonprofit group Centro lndependiente
de TrabajadoresAgricolas (CITA)
who also spoke at Bard in March.
CITA is a non-profit organization
that assists farmworkers to organize
labor unions. Though farmworkers
who organize may face the consequence of losing their jobs, CITA
has led several successful campaigns for better pay and better
working conditions.
The representatives from FLS and
CITA were invited to speak at Bard
as part of an ongoing lecture series
sponsored by the Migrant Labor
Project. Other speakers this semester have included the executive
director of a Washington, D.C.based farmworker advocacy group
and a professor of geography from

Dartmouth College who specializes
in migrant labor. Both FLS and
CITA are currently participating in
a state-wide campaign for farmworkers' rights demanding an
increase in farmworker wages, collective bargaining rights, a day of
rest-farmworkers now work seven
days a week-and a safe working
environment.
Another important issue is reforming the federal "guestworker" program. About 3,000 of New York's
seasonal
farmworkers
are
employed through the federal
guestworker or H2A program.
Under the program, farmers who
employ ten or more people can hire
workers from abroad if they certify
with the U.S. Department of Labor
that there is no available labor near
their farms. Guestworkers are given
non-immigrant visas to work for
the season's duration. Most of New
York's guestworkers are from
Mexico and Jamaica.
Farmworker advocates say, however, that the H2A program is riddled
with problems. According to
Werner,the program is poorly regulated and applications for guestworkers are generally approved
with little scrutiny. This allows
farmers to get around equal
employment opportunity laws. "It's
a way for growers to hire able-body
young men and skirt discrimination
laws that would require them to
hire anybody else," Werner said.
The agribusiness lobby in Albany

and Washington, D.C. is strong, and
farmworker advocacygroups like
FLS
lack
resources.
Representatives from both FLS and
CITA said they were excited about
the possibility for Bard students to
augment their staffs during the
summer through internships in

organizing workers or campaigning
for legislation changes. "We realize
that laws have to change, but
change also has to happen in the
fields," Quavez said. "Sometimes
that [change] is more lasting that
what legislators do."

Wordof Mouth,PllusFoot
FootandMouthDiseasesweepsEurope;thousands
ofcattleslaughtered.
BRIAN YANITY
Foot and Mouth Disease still
ravaging Britain; U.S. braces just in
case.
As of last week. I, 152,000 farm
animals in Britain have beenkilled
and 570,000 more are awaiting
slaughter in an attempt to halt the
spread of foot-and-mouth disease.
This is all in response to 1,385
cases of the disease reported since
the outbreak started in northern
England in early February. Footand-mouth disease (not to be confused with the much rarer mad cow
disease, or BSE) is a highly contagious virus that affects hoofed animals such as pigs, cattle, sheep,
deer, and goats.
Infected animals' hooves and
mouths develop severe blisters,
causing lameness, increased salivation and loss of appetite. As a
result, they rapidly lose weight and
produce less milk. The virus is
fatal to only a small percentage of
affected animals, and poses no danger to human health. Humans can,
however, easily transmit virus-carrying dust particles on vehicles,
shoes, and clothes.
By the end of February, cases of
foot-and-mouth had been reported
in locations throughout England, as
well as Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland. By mid-March,
the disease had spread to three
other CQUJltries. The Netherlands
has reported 25 cases as of last
week and is in the process of
slaughtering more than I 00,000
animals. Three cases have been

r

eure-s

confirmed in Ireland, along with
two in France. Other European
nations have slaughtered scores of
farm animals recently imported
from the UK as a precautionary
measure and have banned imports
of British meat and dairy products.
Foot-and-mouth disease is common in many parts of the developing world but was until recently
thought to have been eradicated in
Europe. Britain's last foot-andmouth epidemic was in 1967. It
took six months to control the outbreak, during which 2,364 cases
were confirmed and 442,000 animals were slaughtered. Though
there are not as many infected animals, the present outbreak is far
more geographically widespread,
as the 1967 epidemic was confined
to only parts of central and northern
England and the eastern edge of
Wales.
So far, the official policy of containment has been to kill and incinerate all farm animals (healthy and
infected alike) within a severalkilometer radius of any reported
case. A vaccine for the virus does
exist, but European governments
and farmers' associations have been
reluctant to use them mainly for
commercial reasons. Vaccinated
animals, though free of symptoms,
can ,till pass the virus along to
other animals. In addition, blood
lests cannot distinguish between
vaccinated animals and those who
have contracted the {lisease. As a
result, British farmers would be
unable to export livestock to key
markets in Europe and North

issue10

America. It was only this week
that the British government proposed the vaccination of thousands
of cattle as an adjllllct to the mass
slaughter-and-bum policy.
Not surprisingly, the British
government has come under fire
from animal-rights and organic
agriculture groups for favoring
slaughter over vaccination. They
argue that foot-and-mouth is mainly considered a threat because it
lessens the animals' "economic productivity" and that few animals
actually die from the disease itself.
Not to mention, the vast majority of
animals slaughtered are not infected at all. Foot-and-mouth vaccines
are widely used throughout the
world, though mostly in areas
where there is little market pressure
for the export of livestock.
The U.S. government has started to take seriously the threat of
foot-and-mouth disease spreading
to this continent, and this week the
Department of Agriculture asked
the
Federal
Emergency
Management Agency to develop a
plan to prevent and combat an epidemic. Disinfectant and inspection
measures have started at major airports, and UK livestock imports
have been banned. Clifford Oliver,
director of the Agriculture
Department's office of crisis planning, told The New York Times on
April 16th that if an outbreak
occwn:d, all levels of government
would need to " ... combat this one
as forcefully as if it threatened
human lives."
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Vegetarian. dishes available
2 Great Locations!
18 Garden Street
74 Broadway
.Rhinebeck
Tivoli
(845) 876-7338 (845) 757-5055
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All opinions expressed in the Opinions section of the Bard
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Protests,Testimony,
andRadicalAlt
AnInterview
with'Postcolonial'
and'feminist'
scholar
Gayatri
Spivak
KERRYCHANCE
and YATESMCKEE
Gayatri Spivak, best known as a
postcolonial critic and translator of
Derrida's Of Grammatology, presented a lecture entitled "Human
Rights and Human Wrong," in the
Olin Auditorium on Thursday,April
11. The talk addressed the role of
human rights in education, and the
imperative for people of the
"South" to locate their positions as
'subject'.
From "Can the Sub-A/tern
Speak?" to A Critique of PostColonial Reason, SpivaJc'swork has
employed deconstntctive interpretations to investigate imperialism
and the strugglefor decolonization,
while interrogating the premises of
Marxism,feminism, and Derridean
deconstruction that underwrite her
work. Self described as a •paradiscplinary, ethical philosopher, "
Spivak has published literary criticism in Myself Must I Remake, to
deconstructionist theory in the
Introduction to Of Grammatology,
as well as cultural analysis in
Marxism and
t

h

e

Interpretation of
Culture. She is
currently
an
Avalon
Foundation
Professor
at
Columbia

Spivak sp;ou
to the Bard Free
Press after her
lecture,
discussing
the
Quebec
protests, teaching, radical art,
and postco/onialism.
Yates McKee: Could you offer
your assessment of the anti-corporate globalization "movement"
(if one can call it that) which has
emerged into international visibility since the demonstrations in
Seattle in 1999, and specifically
the role that univenities and students have played in it. This is a
particularly urgent topic right
now at Bard, as around 40 students will travel to Quebec City
next week to demonstrate against
the FfAA.

should be a learning of the counterglobalizing movements already in
place in the countries of the South
and not imposing agendas from
debt relief, for example. After the
protests, South African workers
were asking for signatures on debt
relief. In what way debt relief by
itself is an
issue? When I
asked this question by those
doing this after
I
the demonstrations, the kinds
of answers that
I got were not
very satisfactory.
I would say
there needs to
be more of what
we called 'teach-ins' in the sixties,
and awareness of what the issues
that try to make globalization into
strategy-driven rather than crisis
driven. I feel that not enough
comes after the actual demonstrations. The demonstrations remain
somewhat as self-fulfilling events,
after which the
efforts that are
picked-up are
either in terms
of organized
labor or visible
redress, which
don't necessari1. have real
connections
the
with
demonstrations. So what
happens is you
give fuel to the
other side like
some of my
colleagues.
Then, in
Nap1c fo example, a great deal
was made of freedom of speech in
that the demonstrators should be
able to express their opinion against
the World Trade Organization. I
think that is not a very good way of
going about it. I think there you
forget that these freedoms must be
bound to content. The World Trade
Organization should not be
opposed in order for Europe to
exercise its freedom of speech. It
must be bound to content. So I
absolutely support these demonstrations. But so I
that an editor
from
Foreign

emphasized that indigenous peoples, such as those with whom
you work in India, need to look
forward rather than mourn over
history. In an interview with the
Free Press a few weeks ago, Homi
Bhabha noted that there is an
increasing imperative to speak
and
provide
testimony.
Could you talk
more
about
how to look
forward while
incorporating
testimony?

...I haveneverbeenvery
happywithpostcolonial
work. havealways
thoughtthat'showjustliterary'studies'shouldbe
done...Theideaof being GS: What peowere Homi
deliberately
post-colonial ple
Bhabha talking
about?
troublesme.
KC: One of the examples he used
was South Africa and the Truth
and Reconciliation Commission.

GS: The Truth and Reconciliation
Commission is a masterful idea. It's
almost like throwing the gauntlet at
Christianity. The confession taken
as a logical solution in the place of
legal solutions. So there it's a kind
of substitute for legal mode where
people are narrating, and it's
extremely organized. In 1997,
already all of the other side, the victims, had finished speaking, and it's
now become a kind of thing so that
the business of the state cannot
move forward. The
l in the
new nation now sometimes, especially in private, express some consternation.
But I'm talking about something
different. I'm talking about the normality of people not people of crisis. I'm talking about in the daily
work of people, intervening in the
normality of people so that for the
future their mindsets become the
subjects of addressing their own
wrongs. I'm interested in long term
solutions.
KC: In terms of dealing with the
everyday normalcy of people, you
discussed in your talk that part of
your goal of teaching in India, for
example, is an "uncoercive
rearrangement
of desires."
Could you talk more about that,
and how this could be made possible?

wouldsaythereneeds
to be moreofwhatwe
called'teach-ins'in the
sixties,andawarenessof
whattheissuesthattry to
makeglobalization
into
strategy-driven
rather
thancrisisdriven.I feel
thatnotenoughcomes
afterthe actualdemon-

Gayatri Spivak: Well I'm for these Affairs cannot
demonstrations.
I think it is describe the proextremely important that this kind testers as latte
of opposition be made visible by drinking dancers
young people in the metropolis. in front of the
But you will agree that they cannot World Bank. Or
stand alone. What developed in the that the opposiaftermath of Seattle is a kind of tion cannot label
labor union. I was in Seattle right them as ignoafter the event and I went to some rant. I think we
of these meetings. Then I was also must consolidate
in certain meetings in New York ourselves in a
where South African workers and post-protest
people from ALFCIO, where peo- learning experi- Strations.
We
ple were consolidating after Seattle. ence.
I'm not directly involved the post- shouldn't try to lead so much after
Seattle, post-Naples situations but I the demonstrations. We should
felt since l'.m a bit of an activist in really try to follow instead.
these fields that perhaps the aftermaths of these demonstrations Kerry Chance: In your talk, you

GS: Well each
place is different. I'm speaking about children, and the
education
of
children not in
adult education.
I don't generalize at all. At the
end of each day,
all the teachers
at all the schools
come and meet.
I said to them
once, you get
most of your
clothes from this old clothes place,
a central place where people donate
their clothes, and some of you
sometimes can buy your clothes
from the village markets. But the

claims.

THE
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YM: The reason I ask that question is because take Martha
Rosier for example, with whom
I'm sure you are familiar. In
talking about media and culture
in relation to this emergent movement, it's mostly undentood in
terms of information, but the
question of the ethical interruption of that process...

GS: Well I don't know how to do
that with visual art. Everyone can't
do everything. I can be told how to
look at a picture of Delacroix and I
UNDlY
AIO
G£Ul0MACLIAII
can read to be surprised. I can be
instructed by the unexpected but it
rich have tailors. They actually is not something I can do on my
take the measurements from the own.
person and make the clothes. "I am
your tailor" I say to them. So what KC: What do you see as the limI say to one teacher may not travel itations and possibilities of 'postto another. I truly draw teaching colonial' disconnes?
lessons from what happens.
GS: I don't know. When I wrote the
YM: While you have admon- piece on Jane Eyre, when I gave
ished "radical art" for being "Can the Sub-Altem Speak" as a
"insufficiently canny not only lecture, when I started translating, I
about globality but about lits) had no idea I was doing postcoloown place and role in globaliza- nial anything. So to an extent, I
tion," your participation
in have never been very happy with
things like Documents X, the postcolonial work. I have always
Johannesburg
Biennial,
the thought that's how just literary
Whitney independent Studio 'studies' should be done. I've
Program, etc. suggests that you always thought of myself as a
Europeanist who
take it seriously
was doing good
in some respect.
Wh.at are the
European
isl
prospects
of
work by looking
articulating
at the whole big
artistic producpicture.
The
tion to moveidea of being
ments discussed
deliberately
above in a way
post-colonial
that might move
troubles me. I
us beyond the
sometimes do
didactic
and
use that word in
instrumentalist
my own work
concepts
of
but that's more
"communicalike
Derrida
tion" and "conusing the word
sciousness raisdeconstruction.
ing" which freIn the history of
the
language
quently dominate activist understandings of deconstruction has become a word
"art"? Where might an under- meaning analytically dismantling,
standing of the of the "literary" etc. So the idea that deconstruction
or the "poetic" as distinct from, could not be done, Derrida cannot
or at least irreducible to, political stay on with that idea anymore. He
has to claim deconstruction because
calculation fit here?
it's taking on this other meaning.
GS: Conceptual art asks us to be So I too say postcolonial in terms of
decoded. The fun is in seeing how what I'm doing but I'm always a litmuch can be collapsed into a piece tle uncomfortable. I'm not sure
of work and how many different where it's going but I always feel
things it can do. I'm not really talk- like its going to hell but I don't want
ing about conceptual art but I to say because that may be just me.
would like to be surprised in the You know, I never teach postcoloarena of visual art. I would like the nial, I just teach Marx, Fn:ud, and
unexpected. I'm not very savvy on Literature in English, French, and
this subject. We were talking about German. I think the way I teach
Homi, who is infinitely more savvy teaches thinking in a way that othon visual art than I am. My deal- ers call postcolonial but I'd rather
ings with visual art are either didac- leave it to others.
tic, following the lead of conceptual art, or waiting to be surprised.
And it happens.
As for verbal art, rather than
visual art, that is of course what I
was speaking about in my lecture,
that is the exercising of the imagination. Meaning is always a curveball, it never goes straight That's
the place that the imagination

thebardtre11ress.vo12.1ssue
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Upcoming
Economics
Conference
Promises
to Wow

WebsiteCornerforthe
Procrastination
Blues
nwnber of sponsors on any given
day, at no cost to you, you can
Ahh, the end of the academic donate 1-3 cups of food with just
year is approaching: the days are one mouse-click. This site was so
getting long, the squirrels are get- successful at generating income
ting frisky. and most importantly, for charity that several spin-off
the schoolwork is getting tedious. programs have been created.
I think I speak for most students including ones to fight breast canwhen I say we've officially hit that cer, AIDS, and rainforest destrucmid-year slump. when summer tion. All the links are accessible
beckons on the horizon but finals from the hunger site.
are not yet a reality. and anything
Don't believe those wacky
sounds like a better alternative environmentalists who tell you the
than schoolwork. Ifyou, too, have U.S. is sucking up the world's
the procrastination blues, here are resources? Here is an incredible,
some interesting websites to dis- or incredibly frightening, piece of
tract you:
evidence, brought to us by our
http://www.can2.org/
is an kind
friends
at
NASA:
excellent site for any nature loving http://antwrp.gsfc.nasa.gov/apo
web-surfer. Not only can you find d/image/0011/earthllghts_dmsp
interesting plant- and animal- _ big.jpg . Here you'll find a satelrelated resources, but you also lite picture of the entire globe at
have the opportunity to participate night, as seen from outer space.
in the "Race for the Rainforest" Notice how the United States,
program: one mouse-click a day EW'OJ)C
and Japan are practically
helps to save endangered forest on fire with white electric light,
land. at no cost to you. Care2 tal- while the rest of the world emits
lies the nwnber of clicks received just a modest twinkle of industriby participants, and advertisers alization:
agree to donate money based on
Concerned about President
the amount of clicks per day. On Bush's assault against civil liberCare2 you will also find similar ties and the environment? You
donation programs aimed at sav- aren't alone! Take a look at
ing endangered pandas and wild http://www.eyeonbush.org, an
cats.
online network of individuals dedhttp://www.thehungenite.com/
icated to keeping track of Bush's
is another great resource for mak- misadventures in the White
ing donations. Depending on the House. On the site, you will find
AMBER BUCHHOLZ

resources about his budget proposals, nominations, executive
orders, legislation and more. You
can also join their activist list and
get the latest news and events sent
directly to you.
Rage against the monopoly!
Barnes and Noble wants to cheat
you out of your meager savings by
making you pay too much for
school books, and then buying
them back from you for pennies
on the dollar. If you're not planning on keeping your books once
classes are out, consider selling
them online rather than taking
them back to our bookstore. There
is a wealth of online websites dedicated to the buying and selling of
college books, as one quick websearch will reveal. Here is a short
list of websites I've personally
tried and approved of:
www.half.com
www.bookcourt.com
www.powella.com
aUbooks41ess.com.
Once you've registered for
classes, I would suggest remaining in close contact with your professors to find out the book.listas
soon as possible, and ordering
them offline over the summer. The
more time you have to work with,
the less you'll pay for postage.
Happy swfing!

"Canthe FinancialStructureAvertan Economic
Downturn"?Ohyeah.
XIAOYU ZHANG

On the 26th and 27th of April,
you might notice unfamiliar figures
dressed in suits swarming toward
Bard's number one beauty spot,
Blithewood Mansion. These formally attired individuals are economists attending the eleventh annual
Hyman P. Minsky Conference at
the Levy Institute. With economic
prospects
looking
decidedly
gloomy, we can expect this year's
conference, entitled "Can the
Financial Structure Avert an
Economic Downturn", to be a real
hit
How bad is the economic outlook? Nobody knows for sure, but
the United States could be heading
into recession at this very moment
The NASDAQ index, barometer of
the so-called New Economy, has
fallen 70% from its March 2000
peak and keeps finding new cliffs
off which to jump. Consumer confidence is at an eight year low,
unemployment is beginning to rise,
and economic growth has slowed
dramatically.
This annual conference is in
honor of Professor Hyman Minsky,
who spent the last few years of his
extraordinary economics career at
the Levy Institute. It is not much of
an exaggeration to say that he is one

of the most famous economists of
the 20th century. His work concerned an evolving, developed, biggovernment capitalist economy
with complex and long-lived financial arrangements, and produced
the famous "financial instability
hypothesis". Much research based
on his theory has foreseen this current economic downtwn, but it also
suggests that a recession is not
inevitable.
In the upcoming conference,
some very bright minds will discuss
ways to stop the American economic juggernaut from grinding to a
halt. Much discussion will be
devoted to monetary policy, since
the delicate art of cutting interest
rates is widely seen as the classic
way to keep a faltering economy
from falling into recession. Bruce
Greenwald of Columbia University
will be presenting a paper on "The
Increasing
Ineffectiveness
of
Monetary Policy", however, so we
can expect those widespread
assumptions to face a challenge.
The other speakers include Roger
Ferguson, Vice Chairman of the
Federal
Reserve
Board
of
Governors and therefore Alan
Greenspan's right hand man. and
Wynne Godley, a legendary British
economist currently in residence at
the Levy Institute.

StudentGovernment
Electi.ons:
CintaRevealsAll
ManyPositionsare up for grabsat thissemester'selectionforum
CINTA CONTI-COOK

Campus-wide elections for
chair positions, board representatives, secretary and treasurer are
coming up and statements of purpose are due on Wednesday, April
25th to the elections committee
chairperson (TBA) either by email,
campus mail, or under his or her
door. Statements of purpose should
outline the qualifications you have
for the position you are running for.
Only people running for a campuswide election need to hand in statements of purpose.
The election forum will be held
on April 25th at 7:30 p.m. in the
Kline
Committee
Rooms.
Committees shall be voted on at the
forum. Those who want to run for
a committee should only bring
themselves and something to say
about why they should be voted in.
If anyone has questions about student government in general or
about the elections specifically,
please consult the Student
Government Bulletin Board across
from the post office or email Cinta
Conti-Cook at cc472@bard.edu.
Below the committees up for
election and their various duties are
outlined with assistance from the
Constitution. Everyone who wants
to be involved in campus affairs is
encouraged to run for a position-it
is genei"allyaccepted that it is vital
to the health of a college that there
is a body of students who are orga-

nized and can communicate student
concerns to the administration.
The Bard College Student
Association (of which every student is a member) is comprised of
four executive committees. The
chairs of these executive committees (along with the Treasurer and
Secretary
of
the
Student
Association) make up the Central
Committee.
The Secretary does the basic
organizing
for the Student
Association and the Central
Committee.
Included in the
Secretary's duties are the following:
taking minutes of all Student
Association and Central Committee
meetings, publicizing the student
forums and agendas 48 hours
before they take place, announcing
the dates and times of the monthly
forum meetings within two weeks
of the beginning of each semester,
tracking amendments to the
Constitution, providing the library
with a copy of the Constitution,
keeping and archiving all agreements and contracts between the
Student Association and other organizations, organizing and chairing
any ad-hoc committees and representing the Student Association on
the Grievance Committee, so long
as it is up and running.
The Treasurer is to do the following: disburse tbe funds at the
disposal of the Student Association,
according to the polices established
by the Forum and the Planning
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Committee; account for the assets,
debts, and expenditures of the
Student Association; report fully on
the financial situation of the
Student Association at each Student
Forum; and participate as a member
of the Planning Committee.
The
Educational
Policies
Committee (EPC) is responsible for
gathering evaluation letters and oral
testimony from students concerning
the re-hiring and tenure decisions
of the faculty. Two members of the
EPC also serve as representatives to
the Committee on Vacancies, which
helps with the selection of new faculty members to the college. The
EPC represents all four academic
divisions of the college with student representatives serving on
each sub-committee. Elected members must be moderated into the
division for which they serve.
The Planning Committee allocates the monies
of the
Convocation Fund to all student
clubs and organizations at the
beginning of each semester. Each
club that wishes to receive money
from the Convocation Fund must
submit eight copies of their budget
request before interviewing with
the committee. The proposed budgets for all organizations are
brought to the Budget Forum,
where they are ratified, amended or
rejected. The Planning Committee
also oversees emergency fund
requests throughout the semester.
The Treasurer automatically sits on

the Planning Committee.
The Student Life Committee
acts as a liaison between the Dean
of Students Staff, Security,
Buildings and Grounds, Chartwell's
Food Service, and various other
student services on campus. One
member of the Student Life
Committee acts as a liaison for offcampus students and their concerns.
The Student Judiciary Board (SJB)
is the judiciary branch of the
Student Association, charged with
enforcing, protecting, and preserving the rights of all students. The
SJB hears cases regarding all violations of Bard College policies and
regulations except those that are
academic. The SJB assigns appropriate action, including suspension
or expulsion, which is then implemented by the Dean of Students.
Cases may be referred to the SJB
tlwlugh the Dean of Students or
directly through the student chair.
Prior to a hearing, the Dean of
Students and the SJB chair are
available to assist with issues concerning personal safety or process
only.
Board
of
Trustees
Representatives attend every meeting of the Board, usually two a
semester, and represent the Student
Association in all matters discussed
and acted upon by the Board of
Trustees that relate to the concerns
of the Student Association.
Representatives should maintain
contact with all committees and

members
of
the
Student
Association to adequately ascertain
needs to be brought forth to the
Board. Representatives
are elected
for two semesters.
Representatives to the Alumni
Association attend all meetings and
represent student concerns to the
Alumni
Association.
Representatives should maintain
contact with all committees and
members
of
the
Student
Association to adequately ascertain
needs to be brought forth to the
Alumni
Association.
Representatives are elected for two
semesters.
The student representative to the
Poughkeepsie Institute board deals
with the semester-long programs of
the Poughkeepsie Institute (the
Faculty Representative is TLS
Director Paul Marienthal). The
Poughkeepsie Institute is a consortium made up of representatives
from Bard, Marist, Vassar, SUNYNew Paltz, the Culinary Institute of
America, and Dutchess CommW1ity
College. It is chartered by the City
of Poughkeepsie to review current
issues and pick a topic for faculty at
each of the member schools to
teach during the Spring Semester
(recent topics have included homelessness and welfare reform).
Contact the current representative,
Monica Elkington, for more information.
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Jewish,Global,Americanviewon lsrael/PalestineConflict
1

JON REINGOLD

am writing this article as a
response to the recent editorials
about the Middle East that have
been published in the Bard Free
Press. The Arab/Israeli conflict
appears to have taken on a disturbing light in terms of bow it is perceived IUld discussed on campus.
People are labeling Israel as an evil
colonial power and lambasting the
country and its government for
human
rights
violations.
Obviously, as a Jew, I cannot write
an unbiased essay on this topic, but
frankly neither can anyone else.
So, as an American and a Bard student, I intend to present my case to
you from an American perspective,
as a well as a globalist one. I will
offer an assessment of the situation
and predictions for the future.
First of all, Israel will only prolong the conflict by building more
settlements. Most of them will have
to be removed somehow before any
resolution is reached. Second, as
long as Palestinian terrorist groups
are permitted to operate freely, and
continue to profit politically from
violence, there can be no end to the
conflict in the foreseeable future.
My prediction is that the present
conflict and mounting yiolence
between the Israelis and the
Palestinians will continue until
enough Palestinians believe Arafat
can no longer lead effectively. The
old order and economic oppression
that he represents will ultimately
lead to his downfall, aided perhaps
by militants who are unwilling to
~ ~ moderation in Arafat's
approach to the peace process.
As for the Israelis, I doubt they
will elect anyone in the near tenn
who will be as willing to compromise as fonner Prime Minister
Barak., who· offered to give the
Palestinians a state, remove most
Israeli settlements in the West Bank
and Gaz.a strip (except for a few
major settlements that he was willing to compensate the Palestinians
for with other land), and delay
negotiations on Jerusalem and
Palestinian refugees for up to three
years.
It is also doubtful that a UN military force will ever be sent to help
end the violence before any agreement is reached. In December, the
Security Council failed to decide
upon this issue because there were
not enough votes in favor of the resolution. There were no votes
against it, but the U.S. threatened to
use its veto power had there been a
chance it would pass. The U.S.
didn't want UN troops sent to Israel
unless both sides consented. The
Palestinians petitioned for the UN
force for protection against Israeli
troops. Israel, interestingly, was
not opposed to an international
presence, as long as it was within
the context of a bilateral agreement.
However, Israel was understandably worried that the UN mission
would serve to protect the
Palestinians from their own choice
to engage in violence.
Other
nations on lhe council were concerned that sending a force would
only postpone any agreement and
protract the violence.
Basically, I believe the cycle of
violence will continue until the
Palestinian people force their lead-

ershipto accept an offer equivalent wouldn't be a refugee problem. As
to or less than what Arafat rejected it stands, Israel would have trouble
six months ago. When the two accepting an influx of four million
sides seal an agreement, an outside, Palestinian refugees, when the popmultinational force needs to be sent ulation of Israel is less than six milin to oversee its implementation.
lion.
The PLO argues that the "Right
Why is this the only course of
action that could result in an end to of Return" must be included in any
the continuing bloodshed? I am final agreement. They believe the
convinced that Arafat ruined any descendants and families of all
immediate chances for peace and a Palestinians displaced as a result of
settlement to the whole conflict the 1967 war should be able to
when he turned down Barak and return to "their homes or fonner
Clinton's proposal to give the places of residence in the territories
Palestinians 92% of the land they occupied by Israel since 1967." ls
wanted, and an unheard of gesture: this really fair? It is true that the
the division of Jerusalem. He occupying Israelis drove many
thought if they were offering this Palestinians from their homes. But
much, why couldn't he pressure it's also true that many left of their
them to ·give him all that he want- volition, either because they didn't
ed? Arafat's rejection backfired. want to live under Israeli rule, or
All it proved to the Israelis and because their own leaders told them
much of the rest of the world is that to flee. Neighboring Arab states
no compromise would satisfy him. expected to re-occupy Israel and so
the
flight
of
Israel, for over a decade, has been encouraged
pursuing a land-for-peace policy: a Palestinians. However, instead of
policy of appeasement of the letting them settle pennanently in
Palestinians. Israel has been giving the surrounding countries they were
its own land, land given to it by the relegated to refugee camps on the
UN back in 1948 and land it won in borders for decade after decade.
subsequent wars against Arab The surround~ Arab nations used
neighbors trying to annihilate them to continuously breed resentIsrael. It has been giving up its land ment towards Israel.
The creation of Israel was
in exchange for peace, a promise
that obviously cannot be fulfilled. intended to allow for Jews from all
Israel is a tiny nation. She can only over the world to come to Israel to
give up so much, and then she will settle and live. It was also intended
cease to exist. The only democracy as a protection mechanism.
in all of the Middle East will cease Because the world has a nasty habit
to exist. The only country in the of persecuting Jews, one reason the
entire region where women have state of Israel was created was to
any legitimate rights will cease to provide a place for Jews to go in
exist. Women enjoy the same sta- times of danger. The world felt it
tus as men in brae.I.they are even had to begin to ft011Pfor the
required to serve in the anny. In Holocaust in some way, and setting
some of the surrounding countries aside land in Palestine for a Jewish
women aren't even allowed to state was a way to do just that.
drive, to show their face, or even to During and after the war, Jews literally had no place to go. Few counleave their homes.
Because Arafat rejected Barak's tries would accept them, not even
most generous offer (at a time when the US, when they tried to flee from
a majority of Israelis were ready to Nazi Germany.
If any agreement between the
give him what he wanted) and
chose instead to provoke a bloody PLO and Israel is to be reached,
street war, he now has no choice but either the Palestinian "Right of
to continue the violence. lfhe does Return" will have to be denied or
anything less, his own extremists somehow altered. You can't have
will remove him from power. From four million people take over the
a political standpoint, he has to get homes that Israelis now live in,
everything: all of Jerusalem, the under the premise that their parents
West Bank. and the Gaz.a Strip. or grandparents once occµpied
Officially, the PLO is calling for the those same houses. When Barak
creation of a Palestinian State, with was still in power, he offered to
the borders being the cease-fire allow I 00,000 Palestinian refugees
lines that were in effect on June 4, to return to Israel, and discussed a
I %7. This would entail a divided plan to help resettle refugees in the
Jerusalem, with Israel retainingthe future Palestinian state. Now that
western half and Palestine retaining Barak has been rewarded for his
willingness to sacrifice by a rejecthe eastern half.
The clinch is that the PLO is tion from Arafat, and then quickly
also demanding the implementation by Israelis, it would be a waste of
of the "Right of Return" for the four time to hope Sharon will offer anymillion Palestinian refugees. This thing of the sort.
poses a particularly difficult probPerhaps an international organilem. If I may use a not-too-fantas- zation, such as the World Bank, can
tical analogy, that would be the provide the funds to build new
equivalent of 160 million descen- homes for the returning displaced
dents of Native Americans peoples. Ideally, however, it should
demanded the right to return to be the surrounding Arab states that
their original lands, to reclaim the provide the funds to solve the
territories occupied by white set- refugee problem, since they refused
tlers, which would most likely to _accept and assimilate the disinclude your home. Would you placed Palestinians into their counmove out so the original occupiers tries in the first place, after they
could return to their land? It can started the war that led to the peralso be argued in tenns of reciproc- manent displacement.
·ity: Israel absorbed 750,000 Middle
Ultimately, the responsibility
Eastern Jewish refugees, and if only for solving the conflict lies solely
the Arab states had acted as Israel with Palestinians and the Israelis.
did to their own people, there They have the most to gain and the

most to lose. As former Middle
East coordinator Dennis Ross said
in a recent interview with the New
York Times, any settlement will
invariably involve an Israeli compromise on sovereignty over
Jerusalem and the Palestinians' giving up an absolute "right of return"
for millions of refugees.
It is also important to note that
to some extent Israel has to overcome its sense of indifference to
Palestinian suffering. As Ross says
of the Palestinians, "The concept of
land for peace is always presented
as a slogan. But where is the Arab
side of the peace? It's not land for
nothing. It's always talked about
what the Israelis have to do, but it's
never talked about what [the
PalestiniansJhave to do."
But let's not let ourselves off the
hook easily by pointing fingers. If
we are to examine this issue from a
globalist perspective we must look
at the hidden forces that are influencing events in the Middle East.
A good question to ask is, who
profits from unrest in the region? If
we disregard the proclaimed moral
convictions of leaders, we can see
that at least in the short term, Arafat
benefits from violence in the
region. Having Palestinian children
on the front lines, hurling stones at
Israeli soldiers is good press for
Arafat and the Palestinian cause. It
can be argued that from his perspective, the value of a martyred
child is worth more than a living
child. The cameras see the troops
shooting at the mob, including children who are either participants or
innocent bystanders. What the
cameras don't usually show is the
Palestinian gunmen hidden in the
crowd shooting at the soldiers. In
essence the children become human
shields and martyrs. The PLO wins
public sympathy for their cause.
Who else benefits in the region
from unrest? Terrorist groups definitely benefit. Terrorist attacks
serve several purposes, including
focusing world attention on the
issue, gaininginternational support,
eliminating opposition leaders, paralyzing nonnal government activities (which, in the case of the
Middle East, means paralyzing the
peace process), intimidating the
general population and gain support
and new members, and keepingfollowers from defecting. All these
purposes are accentuated by the
Israeli government when it
responds to the terrorist attacks by
striking back harder.
Conservative Israeli politicians
profit when there is unrest in the
country. They are elected to restore
unity and peace to Israel, but most
of all, because they promise security. Why else would former Prime
Minister Netanyahu show video of
repeated terrorist attacks in his
campaign commercials? He aired
the commercials for no other reason
than to scare Israelis into voting for
him, because he would be tough on
terrorism and protect them. Sharon
was elected to do the same thing.
It would be naive to think that
the only forces that benefit from
instability in the region are Israeli
and Palestinian. Other Arab state~
and the United States profit significantly from unrest in the Middle
East. Surrounding Arab nations
profit from the continuing

Palestinian/Israeli conflict because
Israel is an easy distraction from
internal problems. What unites
Arab nations is dislike of the existence of the State of Israel.
More specifically, as foreign
affairs journalist and author
Thomas L. Friedman wrote in the
New York Tunes, "Why is Israel's
most dovish leader, Shimon Peres,
who aspired to forge a 'New Middle
East,' disliked by Arab leaders
more than any other Israeli official?
It is because a new Middle East is a
problem for certain Arab leaders
(but by no means all), because they •
feel that in a region focused on
trade, development, and democratization they could not succeed without fundamental change, nor could
they blame Israel for their failures.
When the only issue on the agenda
is liberating Palestine, then Ariel
Sharon is the problem. But when
the only issue on the agenda is
modernizing the Arab world, then
certain Arab leaders are the problem." It also gives them an excuse
to not resolve the problem of the
refugees. For the surrounding Arab
states, however, the benefits of
instability in the region may be offset by the long-term effects. The
possibility of a spillover of violence
into other nations like Egypt and
Jordan is real. If extremists in their
countries aren't satisfied with the
progress of the Palestinians, they
might unleash their anger at their
own countries for not pressuring
Israel more.
As for U.S. ties to the region,
American military contractors
dcpcpd.
·1 on~1
~L
They sell fighter planes and coJJaborate and sell sophisticated missile
and radar systems to Israel and
other Middle East nations. We supply Egypt with their fighter plane
force an<fhave sold arms to many
other Arab nations, includinJIran
and Iraq, who are now sponsoring
terrorist activities in the region.
The U.S. defense industry is heavily invested in the Middle East and
profits from the instability of the
region.
One thing many Americans fail
to understand about the Arab/Israeli
conflict is that its very label is
deceiving. Israel is also a convenient target as a substitute for the
United States. It is a convenient
target because it is there, on disputed territory, and it's a symbol not
only of the West, but also of globalization. The forces of ever rapidly
changing technology, communications, interconnectedness at an
unprecedented level and a new
global economy are a threat to dictatorships in the region and everywhere. Palestinians and Israelis are
just coming to understand the concept of globalization, just as the rest
of the world is, but the surrounding
Arab states will most likely be
slower in their recognition. Israel is
learning that military might isn't the
end-all that it used to be, that the
power of individuals such as Arafat
can escalate the violence, and with
the help of media exposure win
widespread sympathy for his cause,
especially since he knows· how to
manipulate it to his advantage.
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''

It is all encompassing,
you can't say there's one
pressing issue. Certain
things like the NAFTA
agreements are why people are protesting in the
first place. It effects the
environment, the education system, third world
societies ... ifs just not
working out and people
aren't aware of that.

''

''

It's not about free trade; it
has nothing to do with
trade and its not free, its
capitaffsm. The word free
trade is completely inappropriate. It is a process
of exploitation that has
been around for a couple
hundred years.

''

''

The Canadian government had to pay 19.2 million to an ethyl company ... because of a ban on
NMT, a neurotoxin ... That
is considered under
NAFTA a barrier of trade.
The FTAA is extending
that to services as well.
Corporations will be able
to sue the federal govern. ment... if they have laws
which protect the environment, if they have laws to
protect labor, if they have
laws to protect culture,
education, indigenous
people. Basically we're
seeing the complete erosion of democracy.

''

wage and must obey regulations set
by the Environmental Protection
Agency concerning the emission of
pollutants from factories. Thus,
Seligman suggested that although
the sweatshops and the toxic pollution may not be in our backyard.
these regulations are so important
that they must be universal.
Protest Break-Down
Although the two main protests
were on Friday and Saturday,
activists from around the world
began to gather in Quebec days
before. On Thursday, a demonstration was held in front of the
Ministry of Agriculture asking that
concerns for environmental and
human rights be considered during
the FTAA meetings. For instance,
many activists spoke out against
genetically modified organisms
(GMOs) that studies show have
potential health hazards. At the end
of the demonstration, the Minister
of Agriculture came out and
promised the protesters that their
demands would be taken into consideration.
Thursday night there was a torch
march, following the same route of
Friday's demonstration.
The
activists walked the perimeter of
the fence to an area dubbed
"Temporary Autonomous Zone"
under an overpass. There, hundreds
of people gathered for a hip-hop
party, kicking off the next two days
of demonstrations.
The protestors began their
demonstration on • '
£eYeral
hours before the arrival of the delegates
in
Quebec
City.
Demonstrators were divided into
color-coded groups depending on
their willingness to risk arrest. The
red group was designated for
activists who were planning on participating in 'direct action' while the
green group was reserved for those
who wished to demonstrate peacefully and not risk arrest. The green
groups' banners bore slogans such
as "Peace to Police", "Workers,
Students Unite", and "Trade is
Never Free." Walkingdown parallel
avenues, the two groups made their
way toward the fence that blocked
off Old Quebec to the public.
The green and red groups surrounded different sides of the fence.
Although a few people on the green
side tried to bring the fence down
the fence, the majority of demonstrators stood several feet from the
fence chanting, "This is what
democracy looks like." The fence
on the green side was never in
threat of comjng down, as a forklift
on the other side prevented the protestors from breaking through.
Still, police dressed in riot gear
threw tear gas bombs at the crowd
several times. At another intersection, the protestors in the red group
were more successful, breaking
down a portion of the fence resulting in the delay of opening ceremonies at the summit.
Throughout the demonstrations
the police actions and reactions to
erotestors were questionable. After
the main demonstration ended,
activists clashed with police who
were blocking peopte frpm getting
near the portion of the fence that
was tom down. A young woman
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Made by Martha Stewart: The Revolution continues.

reciting the Canadian bill of rights activists came to train Bard stuwas tear-gassed while a few hun- dents.
dred protestors behind her mocked
In March, SalAMI, a Montreal
the police with cries of "don't based group, came to Bard to teach
shoot." The woman said to the students all about globalization.
crowd, "Everyone has the right not SalAMI was a key group responsito be subjected to
ble for the Ottawa
any cruel or unusual
protests held over
punishment like the
spring break, where
tear gas I am feeling
500 people went to
in my lungs and
the Department of
throughout
my
Foreign Affairs and
throat right now."
International Trade
The police also
to retrieve the text
threw smoke bombs
of FTAA.
The
and shot rubber bulweekend before the
lets at the massive
protests,
direct
crowd in an~mpt
a tio . I
and
to control the differmedic
trainings,
ent factions of progiven
by
the
testors trying to
People's
Law
Secretary of State Colin
storm the fence. On
Collective,
were
Powell said he wasn't
Saturday police also
held
in
the
bothered by the fumes.
used a high powLanguage Center.
"It didn't affect me but an
ered hose to hold
One
of
the
off activists. Many
old infantryman always
biggest concerns for
de m O n st rat ors , remembers what tear
Bard participants
threw tear-gas cangas and pot smell like
was getting over the
isters and smoke , when you walk into the
US-Canada border.
bombs back at the : barracks," Powell told
Students were told
reporters. (A.P.)
police.
to fabricate stories
Bard's Role
about where they
Members of the
were going. Instead
Bard SAC had been
of telling customs offiplanning to attend the demonstra- cers they were going to Quebec
tion in Quebec for the past five City, most students said they were
months. Responsibilities were going to Montreal to go clubbing or
divided into several working shopping for the weekend.
groups. Prior to the protest, other Sophomore Ali Tonak, an organizer

''

of Bard's Quebec working group,
said of his experience at the border
on Tuesday night that although "we
were admitted even though it was
obvious that four college kids were
going to the protest, several Native
Americans were detained all night
and forced to sleep on tables."
Tonak went on to say that for him
this was very symbolic of what the
protest was about.
The four students in the car, Ali
Tonak, Raimondo Chiari, Tessa
Brudevold-Iversen, and Rafi Rom,
were also issued visas saying they
could only stay in the COlllltryfor
two days because Customs officers
found ·aria JlCtiv..i£LDOtes.
.w.d'l. ers in the trunk of the car.
In spite of these detainments, all
Bard students who attempted to
cross the border were admitted into
Canada. SAC rented a van to provide transportation for students, and
eight other drivers volllllteered to
drive their cars to Quebec City.
There were other activists who
were not allowed to cross the border
because of prior arrest records and
suspicious paraphernalia (such as
smoke bombs) foWldin their car.
Once the students got to
Quebec, they broke off into affinity
groups. These groups were small
clusters of about four or five people
who were responsible for staying
together and notifying other designated people if someone in their
group was arrested, hurt or missing.

A Brief Respite: Bard students take a break from destroying the capitalist state.
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The Right to Peaceful Assembly: Activist reads the Canadian Constitution as Police prepare to teargas.

Most affinity groups had at least
one medic. No Bard students were
arrested or lost.
'An elaborate communication
system was also set up. SAC purchased two cell phones for the
protest. as well as walkie-talkies.
Shankar Gopalakrishnan held onto
one in the Burlington, VT protests,
and Tonak kept the other.
Housing was arranged by
Montreal based OQP, who found
shelter for thousands of activists in
schools, community centers and
empty buildings. Ironically, Bard
students slept on the floors of abandoned police station for the duration f
profesf.
Three Bard students reported
that the police had shot them with
rubber bullets. One of the victims,
Sophomore Tessa BrudevoldIversen, said that on Saturday,
"[Thepolice] were shooting about
three tear gas canisters a minute and
then I got hit with a rubber bullet. I
was more shocked than hurt since I
didn't know what had hit me but it
did leave a welt on my foot and it
did hurt." But it was all worth it for
Brudevold-Iversen who said "I
thought the weekend went really
well, especially since so many canisters were thrown back at the
police that the tear gas actually
seeped into the building where the
delegates to the summit were meeting."
Bard students were divided on

whether to march in the red groupwhich included members of the
black block (a group notorious for
the large amount of media attention
they receive for destroying corporate symbols at protests)-or in the
green group which
conducted a more
symbolic march
rather
than
engaging
in
direct
action.
First-year Alexa
Lennard
who
started out the
day marching in
the red group said
s e sw1tcliec1to
the green group
because "It was a
totally different
vibe. I don't like
to see violence.
That's not what
we are trying to
do."
Another
firstyear
student,
Theodora,
Berkova.
who
also marched in
both groups said,
"I thought both of
them were great
and the fact that both of them were
there was what made it so powerful.
Olle was militant, really serious,
while the other was full of music
and dancing with a different kind of

energy."
The red group and the green
group also had great ideological
differences. The red group views
the FTAA as a dangerously vast
expansion of capitalism in the western hemisphere. The
goal of the black
block was to tear
down the fence and
literally block the delegates from entering
the meeting where
they would make
unjust decisions or if
they were already in
there, to keep the delegates •
u.il 'ng
until they came to a
more just agreement.
The overwhelming
consensus within the
red group was that the
FTAA as an organization violates human
rights and that it
should be abolished.
The view of most people marching in the
green group was more
moderate.
The green group
seemed more preoccupied with current
human rights issues and would
have been content had President
Bush signed an agreement that
included a clause that set a high
standard for protection of human

Hozone Layer: Protestors resort to gas masks in the midst of tear gas clouds.

rights and the environment.
Protestors of current free trade
agreements feel that such a clause
would have to be so strongly
enforced that countries who did not
obey these high standards would
have to pay a strong penalty or lose
their trading advantages entirely.
In spite of the differences, unity
was stressed above all at the
demonstrations. Raimondo Chiari
who marched in the red group said
"the reason we are all here today is
to critique the FTAA, .vhether we
are opposed to the organization as a
whole or to certain policies within
the agreement, we are all opposed
to the current contract that has been
drawn up. This the most important
thing, not the ideological differences between us."
Jonas Cohen also maintained
that the protesters' different ideological views did not detract from
the protests. "Distinction had more
to do with what type of action protesters felt would be the right thing
to do in general rather than what
they hoped the outcome of the
protests would be." Cohen also said
the demonstrations on Friday were
more student-based and more
opposed to capitalism than the
majority of demonstrators that
marched on Saturday. On Saturday,
labor unions (who marched a different route) and all of the Attendants
of the People's Summit joined the
march increasing the number of
protestors to upwards of 40,000,
which was the estimate the police
released to the press. The over- ,
whelming consensus among Bard
students is that police were far less
reluctant to use tear gas than they
were on Friday. Complaints of tear
gas bombs on Friday were
described as "sporadic" whereas on
Saturday protesters described the
use of tear gas by the police as
"more constant."
Six Bard students traveled
through Quebec City over the
weekend on bikes. Maggie
VonVogtsaid, "Besides being a lot
of fun, we rode on bikes so we
could ride ahead of the march and
report back what was going on
down the street."
VonVogt was also optimistic
about the overall success of the
weekend. "Not only was it an
incredible amount of fun but we
were able to delay the opening ceremonies and we were also able to
bring portions of the fence down on
Friday and Saturday."
The protests were organized by
various groups based in Canada and
the United States. Days before the
protest began,meetings were held
to ink out the final plans of the
protest. and inform all those in
attendance about what the various
groups were doing. These council
meetings were all non-hierarchal
and based on consensus decisionmalcing. a similar format to SAC
meetings.
Bard students carried two banners during the protest. One read
"USA out of North America"; the
other borrowed from the Zapitista's
(Mexican revolutionaries) the
phrase "Luchamos contro el NeoLiberalismo y por la humidad" (We
fight against Neo Liberalism for
Hmnanity).

''

We've got to let people
know [about genetically
modified organisms,
GMOs], man, we can't let
them get away with this.
It's an extermination campaign against the population!

''

We have a chance here
to speak up in solidarity
with other people from
the rest of the
Americas ... The waits are I
an affront to democracy.
Tbey are a step backr
wards. It's not just a
wall, it'sa symbol. I've
got people in there representing me, and
they're unwillingto tell
me how they are going
to represent me or what
they are going to talk
about. That's not
democracy, not my
democracy.

''

It's about participating in
the democratic process,
and citizens being aware
of what's going on in
their country, rather than
just living their lives in a
daze and not realizing
that there are all these
issues that effect them ..
There is a real sense of
complacency. People
just don't know. In our
"consumeristic" society
we've lost touch with a
lot of things. All these
people here want to salvage community.

''
the a dlree,1ress.
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Artist: Ladytron
Album: 604
Label: Emperor Norton
Tosh Chiang

Kitschy, electronic and poppy,
Ladytron's debut album 604 is
addictively amusing. Filled with
your favorite disco beats and resurrected Kraftwerlc (say it with a
German acqmt!) structures, the LP
has a durable and completely modem sound. The songs follow an
infectious formula of simple beats,
moogish-synth sounds and likeable
female vocals-some of which are
even spoken word.
The band itself is composed of
two singing, ~styled,
cardiganclad ladies and two equally fashionable dudes behind the synths; there
is in no way at all a resemblance to
the trailer three kids. Moving on,
it's even rumored that one of the
gals is an ex-runway model!
Nonetheless, the minimalist vocals
and simple melodies complement
the electronic textures nicely. In
fact the lyrics themselves, though
straightforward, are a thoughtful
condemnation of the "glamorous"
disco-dance scene the band hails
from. Songs like "Playgirl"are
satirical while others such as "he
took her to a movie" are hilarious
and playful "This is our sound" and
"Ladybird" also have upbeat, energetic and driving qualities to them;
they are especially good to listen to
if you ever happen to be aimlessly
driving around Bryn Mawr
College. Finally "Discotraxx" is a
wonderful track if only for the fact
that it reminds me of the Akira
soundtrack.
The only critique of 604 would
be that the songs get a bit monotonous; there is little difference in the
Ladyton's formula. However, the
finer qualities of the melodies and
lyrics make this album a nice compliment to any record collection.
The group makes good electronicpop music that isn't just irritably
likeable; it is likeable.

Artist: Couch
Album: Profane
Label: Matador
Huffa Frobes-Cross
The members of Couch and critics
who have lauded their most recent
album, "Profane," have both
described the music as perfect for
driving in a car. The mid-tempo
solid. drumming of Thomas
Geltinger lays the foundation for
this kind of description. Geltinger

does not shy away from exploring
tipie signatures beyond the requisite 4/4, but wherever his beats
might go they remain at the forefront of each piece steadily structuring tracks of organs, lightly
reverbed guitars, and synthesizers
into a steady transforming pulse.
Driving and listening to music is
not an attempt to let the music
alone, to give it a white wall to
accompany it with a kind of inarguable silence. Instead sound and
vision· move in rhythms and the
car's thuds and windy static accompany the noise of the stereo. The
music and the car talk at the same
time, the extent to which they seem
continuous or coherent, or the
extent to which the music is easily
understood along with the interference of the road, allows a record to
be listened to easily while driving.
On either account Couch succeeds
as a soundtrack to the highway.
Taking cues from their German prt>o
decessors Can (especially their
album "Ege Bamyasi") each song
changes slowly, reveling in the
pleasure of the repeated percussive
play between all the instruments in
the group. However, while Can
uses this slow moving song structure as a backdrop for their constant
experimentation which is otherwise
constantly teetering on the edge of
absurdity, Couch brings the often
excessively listenable sounds of
bands like Tortoise and Stereolab
into this unobtrusive format. The
result is a music that maintains
itself on the edge of boredom, or
completeunremarkableness,keeping the listener stimulated consistently but not intensely. It takes
very little effort to listen to this
album. A rough road or a loud
engine will do little to bother one it
just fills in the space left by the
music. Not to say that "Profane"
does not reward close listening.
The simple tightness and ease with
which Couch moves through their
rhythmically complex songs is
remarkable. Listening laying still
on your couch rather than rushing
in your car one still has reason to
stay awake, but at the same time
don't expect to be too surprised
"Profane" at its best gives the quiet
pleasure of familiarity not the
ecstasy of discovery.

Artist: Mouse on Mars
Album: ldiology
Label: Thrill Jockey
Jonah Weiner
A lot of the time Mouse on Mars
songs reach you as if they come
from underwater: wildly danceable
beats and samples pop out of the
surface of tracks in bubbles sent up
from somewhere below. In
"Actionist Respoke" the opener to
Idiology, this is certainly the case,
and the bubbles are decorated with
a droning bassline and electro-brat
vocals worthy of Fatboy Slim. And
if he's too cheesy a reference point,
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Mouse on Mars throw in a nod to
Ninja Tune superstar Amon Tobin
with "Subsequence's" samba-style
piano melody.
Using instrumentation slightly
uncommon in electronic music,
Jdiology also brings in violins, fiddles, cellos, clarinets, french horns,
trumpets, and a piano. "The
Hiking" is a good example of this-it sounds like an upbeat dance-club
remix of a Dirty Three song. Which
is to say, it's extremely listenable,
like everything else Mouse on Mars
have ever done.

Artist: Lightning Bolt
Album: Ride the Skies
Label: Load
Chuck Comenos
Although I've heard I can't judge
this band until I've seen their live
show, I'm going to give a try anyhow.
This album is boring.
Reminiscent of Tzadik's Ruins and
other Japanese instrumental posthardcore / noise groups, Lightning
Bolt, true to its genre, invokes the
sensation of amphetamine intoxication, giving the false sense that listener need be somewhere he/she is
not. This illusion quickly dissolves
under the flesh and bones constraints of temporality with the
effect vaguely resembling blueballs. And this is so, unfortunately,
despite some pretty fierce chops.
This drum and guitar duo can certainly play their instruments skillfully and although I would like to
say that that saves the album, it
doesn't. Disturbance and displacement are far too easy to convey for
me to be impressed purely by the
desire to do so. Why is this music
so popular? Perhaps if I were
someone else, and drunk, or just
fourteen again I could appreciate
the whole album but as I am no
longer as punk rock as I used to be
I'll have to pass this one on to the
kids. In Ride the Skies's defense,
however, it did make me want to
mosh, which is something. Also,
the guitar textures in track seven
and the distortion used in track six
are both cool. If you're a big fan of
spastic avant-gardish noise rock,
this album kicks ass. If not it doesn't. I'm not, and that's why this
review is so short.

Artist: Mogwai
Album: Rock Action
Label: Matador
Jonah Weiner
Young Team, Mogwai's 1997 debut
album, ends with "Mogwai Fear
Satan," a ten minute-plus song consisting of the same chord progression, played o,ter and over, louder

and louder, growing bigger and bigger as changing drumlines, effects,
and distortions are thrown at il The
song was one steady build, as dis- •
tinct from the dramatic soft-thenloud dynamic visited throughout
Mogwai's discography (from Ten
Rapid's "Summer'' to Come on Die
Young's "Christmas Steps" with
dozens of stops in between). On
Rock Action the steady build is
much more the rule-or, more accurately, the soft-then-loud has been,
strictly speaking, ruled out. This is
extreme on tracks like "Sine
Wave," in which Mogwai walks
through the same tonal machine
that haunted Kid .4, assisted by a
fuzzy program drum beat and deep
keyboard pitches. Intentionally and
effectively, on "Sine Wave" the
build-up continues and continues
until the song has ended: there is no
rock-out payoff, and no comfortable resolution.
Soft-then-loud has been ruled
out in a different way on
'!Dial;Revenge," where the album's
lush studio production is most jarring,a nd most cheesy. Swirling
strings and a verse-chorus-verse
form are accompanied by Damon
Albam-esquevocals by Gruff from
the Super Furry Animals.
A lot of other tracks have
vocals, too, in fact many more do
than don't. The ears of Mogwai
purists may perk up at di.is news,
but thank.fully the tone of songs
haven't been radically altered by
vocals, thanks to guitarist Stuart
Braithwaite's timid and self effacing-style of singing.
What may be mournable is the
absence of the chaotic noise breaks
that Mogwai can do so well. With
soft-then-loud, the noise breaks
have gone. too. And while there's
something in the argument for the
less adrenalized and more "haunting soWldscapes"that blurb-writers
will no doubt laud in Rock Action, it
would have been a bit more fimand would maybe have balanced
out the presence of producer David
Friddman (known for his work with
Flaming Lips and Mercury Rev)-to
have a song that screamed as loud
(remember Young Team's "Like
Herod" or 4 Satin's "Superheroes
of BMX?'')as those on Mogwai's
earlier records.

Artist: Black Dice
Album: Cold Hands
Label: Troubleman Unlimited
Tyler Drosdeck

Emerging from the ruins of
Troubleman-styled hardcore is
Black Dice, who hail from
Providence, Rhode Island but have
more recently been located in
Brooklyn. Continuing to produce
their own ear-punishing brand of
song/noise, gradually losing all traditional pop song structure with
each release, this band is absolutely
live with the tendency to cause pain
to both themselves and their audience and it's too bad they couldn't
show up for a scheduled appearance at Bard due to their singer getting a hernia

"Don't forget to wear
yourseat belt!"
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"OneMan'sDissonance
isAnotherIMa1n'sConsonance"
1

1

PerreyandKingsley~
completeVanguard
recordings
re/eased
...andrevviewed!
HUFFA FROBES-CROSS

I must remain silent on the subject of this review. I say this in all
honesty, but recognize its utter
inappropriateness. To synthesize
the voice of Johannes de Silentio,
Soren Kiericegaard'sfictive author
who is struck silent at the task of
describing the experience offaith in
God, when I am describing the
experience of listening to Jean
Jacques Perrey and Gershon
Kingsley is utterly inappropriate.
But, trust me, I have good reasons
for doing this.
Something pops up in conversation like a moment from another
language, even if everyone is, for
example, speaking English. Its
something that can't be reconciled
with the rest of the conversation, it
could be funny or rude or even
insightful, but as yet it's just a
noise. This kind of inappropriate
comment bursts in on us the way
the sound of Perrey and Kingsley
bursts in on popular music.
The "In Sound from Way Out"
is the title of their first album. The
Moog, the Ondioline and a few
other minor characters are renegades who have forced their way in
to a conversation that can't let their
strange blurping squawking speech
in without being terribly disturbed.
But Perrey and Kingsley are insistent. They take these incomprehen-

sible noise makers and press them help inform this writing. "The Out a traditional rock outfit filling in the
to the task of making pop music. It Sound From Way In" is a double gaps.
is hopeless, complete failure. cd-set which contains all four
Kingsley has said, "originality is
These strange things cannot make records Perrey and Kingsley, and not such a big thing to me." To
the sounds necessary, they can't Jean Jacques Perrey alone released another earlier electronic musician,
form the words. It is a kind of on Vanguard during the late 60's Raymond Scott. originality is all
anachronism, still hanging on in and early 70's. The songs on these consuming. While Scott's own relpop music which allows Perrey and records are sp/it between covers atively
recent
retrospective
and originals. The chirping guitars "Manhattan Research" shows a
Kingsley into these songs.
There's still something left. and light fast paced backbeat man determined to keep some part
How do they do it? Perrey and behind many of their songs, along of his music to himself, to own
Kingsley have done something with their interest in the high end of something secretly in his basement.
which we still recognize as a the tonal spectrum puts them in His walls of spinning tapes and
"cover." It's not entirely ridiculous contact with many of the more con- indecipherable boards of lights
that some of these recordings have servative, or at least less parentally were inarguably private property,
the same titles as other recordings threatening, artists of the time like and his disconcerting chaotic music
titled "One Note Samba" or "Flight Burt Burcharach or Wayne Newton. that finds the totally unfamiliar in
of the Bumblebee." There's some- Like them it is hard to find the the heart of the unremarkable (ad
thing left of these other sounds anger in Perrey and Kingsley's jingles) and predictable (minimalist
here, actually there's quite a bit left. music, there is a kind of endless composition) is meant to speak of
But it comes in silently, it is the cheeriness on almost all of their his ability to keep secrets. Perrey
sound of music, which is the sound tracks. But they still do inject a kind and Kingsley are funded in large
of music written down. The few of noise, a kind of uncomfortability part by Vanguard and make use of
who can speak the language see this into pop music. The sounds of their public studios and a major label's
music on pages covered in "notes" array of electronic instruments access popular songs. There music
and "bars." Perrey and Kingsley sway in and out of talking in arpeg- may be in some sense remarkably
see it, and they recite it to us with a gios and talkingin duck quacks and indecipherable but it's meant to be
completely inappropriate tone of at times speak in both tongues at played by anybody. It works when
voice, even if some "tones" manage once. As meticulously crafted as you think you know what to expect,
any of the now immortal psyche- so that the punchline can come with
to remain the same.
The silence continues, but then delic opus' of the time by bands like a laugh as a surprise. Perrey and
to skirt the subject I'll give you a the Beach Boys and the Beatles, Kingsley playfully rattle and crack
description in the voice of a music months of creating and layering out their songs, and the joke is as
review. To translate Perrey and tape loops taken from split second easy to miss as it is unavoidable.
Kinsley into their associations, ref- squeaks and cries made by their
So, if there is one reason to buy
erences, and contexts, in hopes that machines is behind each album. this set it is the dizziness of Perrey
this familiar language might con- This is then set to "live" recordings and Kingsley's music. Caught in
jure an imaginary soundtrack to of these instruments and most often the turbulence of the movement of

recording spinning music down on
plastic, and spinning it out, then
plllllping it out in stereo speakers,
this is where Perrey and Kingsley
set down. Of course, this is only a
place to set down when you're trying to get thrown into confusion all
over again. Percussion and tone,
dissonance and consonance, and
noise and music appear more
strongly, more inseparably and
more collapsed when music can
become a recording. With swirling
tape loops, belching, quietly tapping Moogs, and a displaced but
unphased rock band playing on top
of each other there is a non-space
where Perrey and Kingsley won't
let you forget the bewilderment of
listening to sound from plastic,
vibration, and magnets.
So I remain silent, writing notes.
I will be seen and not heard. I have
good reasons for bringing this up
again. Perrey and Kingsley laugh
hysterically at the infinite pages
and pages of music that claim to
make one sound seen, that claim to
be clear about what they mean
when they tell you how to make the
sound of the music they record.
They read these pages and speak
them only to say everything wrong
without violating the confines of
what they read.

Dear Da11ieL
This is my first year at Bard and I have some fashion advice that has been, like, really concerning me. It all started
last month when I was watching House of Style and they said that fur was going to be, like, totally in style for this
spring. Now, I have a really cute mink coat that I've been wanting to wear for a really long time, but I haven't been
able to bring myself to wear it because, like, there are so many people at Bard who like, want to save the world or
something. Please help me with this total crisis.
Sincerely,
Totally Confused in Keen South
Dear Confused,
Being ecologically friendly is practically as big a concern to us at the Free Press as it is to the minks themselves. However, before allowing younelf to be swayed by Bard's radical and often irrational activists, it is
necessary to undentand the implications of what would happen if minks were not made into fur coats. After
doing some research I found out that the American fur coat industry sacrifices 500,000 minks a day for the
punpose of high fashion. At this rate, if the fur coat industry were to completely stop killing minks, after just
one year there would be 182,500,000 more minks in the country, and that number would increase exponentially until until our great country was completely overrun with minks. So, Confused, when you wear that
wonderful soft mink coat of youn, smile and be thankful that you are part of a cause that is helping to keep
the world from turning into Jumanji.
Youn truly,
Daniel Lichtblau

Dear Daniel,
Both of my parents were eaten by alligators last year when they were visiting the Everglades. I have been going
to counselling and am, for the most part, all right. However, whenever I see someone wearing a Lacoste t-shirt have
a kind of panic attack. My concern is that, apparently, everybody who's anybody is going to be wearing Lacoste this
spring, especially here at Bard! What should I do?
Sincerely,
On the Brink in Tewks
Dear Brink,
I'm no psychiatrist but I'm going to prescribe you SOmiligrams of chill the fuck out because Lacoste is like,
so five minutes ago.
Dan
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port, or even square bushes).
not need the viewer's participation
Often it is only the ghost of a in their formation, as if they do not
grid that haunts a Gursky image. care if we look at them or not It is
The woven texture of an industrial sometimes hard to distinguish
strength gray carpet ( Untitled I, between the authoritarianism of
1993), four long shelves of precise- Gursky's prints and the photographly spaced running sneakers at a chic er himself.
store, ( Untitled Y. 1997) a single
Thankfully, this thematic comes
page of text ( Untilled XII [ J]), and about subtly, floating in and around
Jackson Pollock's drip painting, the meaning of Gursky's phoAutumn Rhythm ( Untitled YI. tographs, rather than clumsily con1997), are all transmuted by and stituting it. And even though
subsumed into the context of Gursky's world is one in which the
Gursky's more macroscopic work.
human is forced out by infinitely
In the case of the latter an inter- repeating grids, busy scenes, and
esting thematic, related to the monolithic structures, humanity is
expulsion of the spectator, jumps represented nonetheless, albeit in
out at us, to be picked up and fol- an abstracted sense. It is present in
lowed throughout Gursky's images. the spirit that can be supposed
Pollock is, after all, brought to behind the camera, the one taking
mind, by way of implicit compari- this all in: it is not a mournful one,
The titles of Andreas Gunky Stcmfeld's The Space Shuttle instant of the photographic capture. son and contrast, elsewhere in the not a judgmental one, but a fasciphotographs are never longer than a Columbia lands at Kelly Laclcland
Cohesion and kineticism play retrospective. In such sprawling nated one. It is because of this, in
few words, and rarely do more than Airforce Base, March 1979) each is off one another in less intuitive images as 99 Cent, 1999, and Tote fact, that the newest image in the
Stockholder's
name the place photographed. Not made more or less instantly avail- ways in other Gursky images. Hosen, 2000, one may be reminded retrospective,
insignificantly, only a few para- able to us; each stands in the same Times Square, 1997, is the first time of Pollock's colorful all-over Meeting, 2001, comes as such a
graphs of text accompany the plane, we can see each in detail, and in the retrospective we see one of abstractions, but as much by the surprise. In Stockholder's Meeting
Museum of Modem Art's Gursky we can become familiar with all in Gursky's most oft used subjects, the amount of energy and motion all corporate logos line the blank tops
retrospective; present at the exhibit just one or two sweeps of the eye. grid. In Times Square (a more char- have in common as by the startling of both halves of a diptych. Beneath
entrance, they are separated from Anglers, Mulheim, 1989 is also acteristically large print at roughly sense of nonrandomness and un- them is a mountainside, with rows
the works by a thick white wall and easy to take in, though a larger and 6' by S') we see a stack of twelve or organicity of Gursky's images rela- of corporation board members
doorway.These paragraphs too are busier image than Sunday Strollers. so perfectly identical stories in a tive to Pollock's. The image of a superimposed upon it and worked
reserved, listing some of the inter- At first it seems Gursky has struc- hotel, perfectly parallel to us, seen packed concert crowd in Tote into its surface. Below this is anothnational spots in which Gursky has tured his image of a few tiny fisher- from a vantage point high up in a Hosen is almost frightening in the er superimposition, of what looks
found his subjects, and mentioning men on densely wooded river banks central interior lobby. Here no rep- way every figure has his arm pro- like a movie theater audience: we
briefly a few of the varied influ- strictly along the model of a tradi- resented center is seen on the verge jected forward at
ences his work suggests. There is tional
Landscape
portrait. of collapse, and no trajectory is exactly the same
no program available,and the retro- Imaginary perspective lines formed available for us to follow. angle and in exactspective itself is simply titled by the edge of the banks, the Movement and perspective are sug- ly the same direc"Andreas Gursky." Aside from the breadth of the river, and the treetops gested only slightly, and disorient- tion as everyone
sentence or so taken to mention converge dramatically at a single ingly at best, by the jutting out else. This sense of
and
Gursky's artistic debts, the only vanishing point, at the left of the towards us of two blocks of floors, uniformity
curatorial comment made in the image field. The trajectory towards at the picture's far left and right. totality is driven
introductory paragraphs is that the vanishing point seems to be the Gursky here concerns himself with home by the dis''there is no place for us in Gursky's image'sprinciple interest, until our excess-with a virtually infinite rep- covery that Gursky
world. Banished from its com- eyes catch sight of a slight interrup- etition. Impossibly mastering the
has gone so far as i;;:.-.i:w·:r
manding symmetries, we are con- tion at the picture's upper rightmost staggering expanse of his subject in to manipulated the
di,gi£.ally.so
CO{Ilef,
n
·r at ts lo
~
..~nl
a~~aph.
ur.. . m a out." The relative absence of text in rightmost; we become aware of a lously holds every last detail within that the same perthe show can be seen as effectively great deal of motion contained in it in perfect focus and perfect for- son can be found
playing to this consignment for if, these peripheral points. Patches of mal resolution. We are destabilized in several different 111,.,..=--~••......-forced off the scene by Gursky's the water and foliage are being here by the knowledge that a com- places in the print.
"commanding symmetries," we are stirred and blurred by otherwise plex network of information too big Digital imaging is
offered no recourse to words or unseen wind, which resists the per- to be ever taken in and resolved at used similarly in
crowd
explicit curatorial guidance, then spectival trajectory. Our point of once by the human eye has been another
we are put that much more at the interest here is left, if not indeter- completely taken in and resolved in shot, May Day JV,
mercy of Gursky's large-scale color minate, at least conflicted.
Gursky's image.As was the case in 2000, in which at
prints. In a certain sense, though,
A similar interest in the photo- the Cairo diptych, in Times Square least two expoof
an ~:.,'![I,.,;
the idea of such recourse makes lit- graphic location (and inscription) we find ourselves speared on a sures
immense dance
tle sense anyway, insofar as of the kinetic in a dramatically moment of paradox.
Gursky's photographs are not pri- defined formal structure can be
Times Square is a good example club floor are
marily conceptual or referential, seen in some shape or another in of a grid spanning from edge to merged side by
and can be viewed more or less as almost all of Gursky's work. In edge, as is "Brasilia, General side; the illusion is
traditionally formalist objects. We Cairo, Diptych 1992, it is hard to Assembly I, 1994." In "Brasilia" we seamless and the
feel banished not so much because construct a precise timeline see a grid of tightly crosshatched trick can be dis- above left: 99 Cent, 1999, above: Shanghai, 2000
of an art historical or art theoretical between the two bird's-eye shots of aluminum sheets, illuminated regu- covered only by
knowledge needed for 'getting' a chaotic Cairo traffic circle: a car larly by spherical glows. We take a searching for the same person on see no faces, each person is hardly
Gursky, but because of something can be found in the same position in moment to realize that what we are the left and right sides of the photo- more than a silhouette looking up.
Aside from the silliness of the illuformally arising, or at least more both, another has moved slightly, actually seeing is the ceiling of a graph.
In Gursky's images human sub- sion (which is especially so in the
immediately, viscerally experi- while another seems to have disap- large room; the aluminum squares
enced.
peared altogether. Unlike certain are light fixtures and the glows jects ultimately have the same context of other, much more subtle
In Gursky's earlier work, move- other Gursky photographs, the come
from
unseen
bulbs. value as the boxes of candy bars we Gursky images, manipulated or not)
ment to expel the spectator was not background upon which figures are Perspective has key presence in see in 99 Cent. In this we can see a one is put off by the triteness of the
being
made.
so pronounced. In Sunday Strollers, so rhythmically scattered in Cairo Brasilia, suggesting a progression thematic corollary to the displace- comment
Dusseldorf Airport, 1984, one of feels as mobile and scattered as the from the top of the photograph to ment of the spectator in the face of Stockholder's Meeting, though certhe first (and smallest) images in figures themselves, the line the bottom, as the ceiling recedes Gursky's "commanding symme- tainly mysterious, does not so much
the retrospective, we are presented between the two pushed around. towards the horizon. Interestingly, tries," and this is the displacement throw into doubt the rest of
with a straightforward scene: we Here the asphalt backdrop plays the regularity of the repetition is of the human in the face of massive, Gursky's photographs as it raises
see the backs of spectators who with the shadows cast by the multi- offset by slight bends in the alu- busy, environments (whether they some strange questions about what
stand before a cyclone fence, gaz- tude of pedestrians and cars, and minum sheets and the occasional be expressly architectural, commer- new directions his work may be
ing towards a plane take-off on an street debris seems as if it is scurry- brown patch where a bulb has burnt cial, natural, or even human them- taking.
airport runway deep on the horizon. ing alongside them. Further desta- out. An immense pulse that under- selves). Any attempted reading of a
The point of interest of the handful bilizing is the supposed 'eye of the goes the slightest variations, human narrative into Gursky's The Andreas Gursky retrospective
of strollers occupies the pictw"e's hurricane', the small circular pedes- Brasilia looks like an early Philip scenes is powerfully resisted-it is is at the Museum of Modern Art
striking how uninteresting the indi- until May 15th. Seeing his prints in
extreme background, and is dis- trian mall around which the traffic Glass piece photographed.
tanced from us almost to the point jam is wrapped. Placed just left of
In Salerno, 1990 the grid creat- vidual stories of the people in May person rather than reproduction is
of appearing a monochromatic center in each photograph, the mall ed by a massive lot of new cars is Day /V's dance club are, or how the strongly recommended.
gray. Our own point of interest and is itself disintegrating, its square framed irregularly by the rougher contorted body of an injured soccer
entry is made clear to us as the pic- stone tiles displaced and cracked contours of a harbor and faraway player in EM. Arena, Amsterdam I
ture's foreground. And even though toward one side, as if threatening to mountain range (although these reaches us as no more than just
none of the spectators acknowl- fly loose into the frenzy. What more organic zones feel themselves another figure in Gursky's formal
edges us, and even though none is seems to hold it aH tasether,inter- dramatically marked by grids, arrangement. In this sense, the phosingled out from the crowd and estingly, is the same thing that gives whether they are formed by apart- tographs come to us already
brought to our attention (as in Joel the image its intense volatility: the ment buildings, the symmetries of a resolved: it is almost as if they do
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Without any capacity for short
t..:m, memory, Leonard Shelby, the
protagoni~t of Memento, must rely
on Polaroids and scribbled notes to
piece together not only the mystery
~urroundingthe rape and murder of
his wife--the last event he can
rememher clearly-but also those
thing~ which happened as little as
ti,e minutes ago.
Starting with this premise it
could be argued that we have the
,ctup for two movies, both of
"hich coexist in Memento. One
concerns a man who constructs an
elaborate text figured towards the
resolution of a mystery-explicitly,
it is the mystery of his wife's murder and, implicitly, it is that of his
O\\ n identity. This text is tenuous at
the very least, a large-gapped collection of "facts" assembled out of

the alread:, mentioned snapshots
and notes as well as ominous black
tattooed sentences (the really
important facts) which run menacingly across Leonard's body.
What Leonard never realizes,
however, (or does he?) is that these
signifiers, cut off completely from
the intentions with which-and the
context in which-they were written.
can and will only reach him as
open, infmitely reinterpretable
clues once his memory has lapsed.
In this sense he creates and perpetuates for himself, in the haunting
words of one chara<;ter,"a puzzle
that can never be solved." He is the
initiator of a chase which, losing
crucial bits and pieces of itself as it
progresses, makes less and less
meaningful that truth which it
wishes to locate, and puts at greater

and greater distance from Leonard
any assembled idea of who is wife
was, of what really happened to
her, and of who he even is.
"Leonard Shelby is who you were,"
his friend Teddy tells him, "but not
who you've become"--or, more
accurately, not who he is always in
the cluttered but ceaseless pl'8CeSs
of becoming.
Shrewdly complicating this
destabilization is the film's ultimate
move to pull the rug out from under
the audience, by casting doubt on
the integrity not only of Leonard's
notes, but on that of his supposedly
intact pre-murder memories as
well. It is these memory sequences
that have offered us some sort of
toehold in our own disorientation
(exacerbated by Memento's ultra
nonlinear narrative and the fonnal
mystery this itself entails), and with
them goes the fortitude of any such
grip we may have thought we'd
been given.
The second and far less enjoyable movie in Memento concerns a
cheesy whodunit replete with bad
attempts at "hardboiled" dialogue,
heavy-handed expository chunks,
and wishy-washy abstractions on
the nature of experience and so
forth--think an amateur redux of
The -Fugitivemade by two college
graduates with minors in philosophy and copies of Reservoir Dogs
next to their beds.

The dilemma here (as any gleeful poststructuralist fan of the film
will tell you) is that, to suppose
and rely on a safely maintained separation between "the good part• and
"the bad part" in a watching of
Memento would be untenable, destined from the very first to collapse.
The infinite undecidability sur-

keep the audience in a state of more
or less complete and urnresohable
indeterminacy from start to finish is
ultimately inseparable from its
shoddy development of characters.
But, of course, if I say •Who i.s
this guy Teddy? What is his relatj9nship with Leonard? Have I been
convinced that two people could

rounding Leonard and his search is,
for example, unintentionally complicated and made what it is by a
decidedly un-brilliant performance
on behalf of Guy Pearce (who
seems about nine parts cologne
model and one part actor), and his
obstinate cardboard machismo.
Another example is that the film's
thec;>reti~ally-launchedattempt to

really have a relationship like thi~
one?", the film's unimpeachable
answer--interestmg and pm,erfull)
boring at the same time-is that ~ ou
can never know one way or the
other. BY KIRK MUS/CUS

ltilmrelliewslilmrelliewsliln111fllewslilmrellie
I ttintingsby HiroshiSugito
/JJlJ/Bt SIBIIIJRS
Josie and the Pussycats

ered by a scheming
Effont and Kaplan's Josie mid the pop-group manager
~ is chracterized t,y the played by Alan
same problem» that plague many of Cumming. Little do
today's teen films. Lack of focus, the Pussycats know,
deplorable casting, in-joking, Cumming is in fact
celebrity cameos. Essentially, the part of a global confilm is a revved up version of a spiracy funded by
story that has been told many times the FBI and masterbefore in rock n roll movies from minded by Parker
Beyond the Valley of the Dolls to Posey, which utiWayne's World. A group of naive lizes pop music to
subliminal
rock n rollers from the country(in send
messages
to
this case, Riverdale) hope to strike
it big in the music business, and do, teenagers, forcing
with hilarious and disasterous them to buy expenresults. The Pussycats are thrust sive products and
into a world of glitz, glamour, and stimulate the world economy. This
product
placement,
literally results in all manner of intrigue and
overnight, when they are discov- drama, and plenty of merchandise
tie ins. While there
humorous
-----,
are
moments, ultimately,
the film's major
problem is that the
Pussycats
themselves are just so
damn
unlikeable.
Elfont and Kaplan
seemed to feel that
their
earnest,
sterotype-driventeen
comedy style,perfectcd in their earlier,
superior effort, Can't
Hardly Wait, wasn't
sufficient. Instead,
they opted to drive
for
high-concept
satirical
fantasy.
They're just not
smart enough. Worth
seeing for its outrageous
production
design, and several
thrillingly fast-paced
product pl3iement
montage sequences.
What am I holding? Jude Lawwith a prop mistake in Annaud's Enemy at the Gates.

reviewedbyJRValenzuela

Almost without fail viewing galleries in bulk will lead to absurdly
unrelated shows seen in jarringly
lose ,-, Ls.it:,to eacb other.
was confronted by Paul McCarthy's
latest installation, a giant plywood
and found object structure surrounded by projections of videos
made within it, where men and
women dressed as elves pretend to
shit into large pots and stir, all
under the direction of a stained and
leering Santa Claus. Within a few
minutes, paintings by Hiroshi
Sugito managed to be if not the
complete oppositea, as different as
a bright child's approach to
expressing themselves compared to
Enemy at the Gates
that of a adult trying to emulate that
Really a dull, dull movie from approach with mixed success.
Jean Jacques-Annaud. A film about
Sugito divergesquite Oldically
snipers, or at least newspaper arti- from the approach to the fantastic
cles about snipers. Jude Law plays of his contemporaries in Japan.
the good sniper, a Russian, and Ed Takashi Murakami's work, currentHarris plays the bad sniper~ a ly on display throughout New
German. They sit around a lot, and York, borrows motifs from
eventually Harris gets shot by Law. Japanese advertising and animaThere's some twists in between tion, with made-up and seemingly
involving Joseph Fiennes as a fast- inexplicable characters in slick oil
talki.ngpropaganda reporter, but not paintings and sculpture. In Sugito's
much else. The makeup is bad, the paintings, networks of miniature
pacing is lousy, there are only two vehicles, scrawls and armatures of
battle scenes. Bob Hoskins as lines, armies of tiny men crawling
Krushev is humorous at best. There over impossible giants are given
is one terrifically grotesque love free range over broad pastel color
scene, in which Law has gruelling, fields. They are rife with objects
laborious sex surrounded by sleep- that remain in a state of anxiety,
ing Russian soldiers in a wet, blissful and darkly humorous at the
smelly bunker. Annaud has sunk to same time.
an even lower plateau, failing at
The paintings, all from 1998,
making a film that, had he succeed- usually have that color field bounded, would have been insulting.
ed by a painted proscenium that
acts as a stage portal, framing a
misty expanse that seems to lie
beyond the initial surface of the
canvas. In one large painting, the
portal borders a brown patchwork
curtain. During the course of the
exhibition, the painting was added
to, and the brown curtain was even-

tually changed so that it opens very
slightly in the middle, revealing a
rainbow spilling forth. The whole
abiag.cvokes an••tscy acbool
arts and crafts project, skillfully
rendered and able to pull off a bit o
suspense, as the final layer that is at
first totally obscured reveals itsel
overtime.
Another painting is dominated
by a large dark shape when seen at
a distance. It resembles an apartment building capped by a great
step pyramid. Occasional lit windows are symmetrically aligned.
Upon closer viewing, this building
has shoulders and arms at its side,
small red hands and two legs, and
tiny airplanes buzz around the top.
The hazy abnosphere denies the
building, now bipedal and looming,
none of its startling presence, but
does act as a layer of separation
between it and the viewer. The
scene is readable in many different
o
ways, as a simple representation
fantasy, a trigger for childhood
memories, a vehicle for the viewer's imagination.
The paintings do not sentimentalize
childhood, but rather are the products of a willingness to occupy the
space of childhood perception and
sensibilities. The setup itself takes
precedence over an effort to comment or dictate the terms of this
occupation. The initial possibilities
of the lines and doodles within the
haze become identifiable as airplanes and battleships, mobs composed of many different objects and
figures acting out the bl\lnt dramas
of play. Sugito's work presents the
audience with elements of the real
world transformed and reintegrated
into a space where accordance with
ideas of appropriateness and plausibility are made irrelevant and
devoid of agenda.
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N1 + o2, o3 = MathematicWidsomn+francais
that you didn't believe in the real fantasies, they are ideas that we
invent. In a way you could comnumbers. What did you mean?
Well, being provocative is good, it pare them to religious fantasies or
kicks people out of ruts. I do and I myths. But they are ideas that do fit
don't believe in real numbers. And together in beautiful ways. They
I do and I don't believe in positive have patterns that are useful,
besides being fun for mathematiintegers, even.
Let me tell you why real num- cians to play with, because you find
bers are very unreal. This example similar patterns in the real world.
goes back to Emile Borel. A friend Knowledge of these patterns can be
of mine, Vladimir Tasic, fmmd this applied to computer science or
in an essay by Borel. Vladimir engineering or other fields, and this
Tasic has a book coming out, called tends to make us believe that the
"Mathematics and the Roots of patterns themselves are real.
When I was your age I had no
Postmodern Thought" I got this
example from reading Tasic's man- doubts. I loved mathematics and I
was an extremist. "Mathematics
uscript.
Emile Borel was a well-known Ober alles," it was math above all
French mathematician early in the else. But as one gets older one
20th centwy. He said to think of starts to have philosophical doubts.
the following: take the French And my own work on the limits of
alphabet, including blanks, digits, mathematics, which builds on the
punctuation marks, uppercase and work of Godel and Turing, makes
lowercase, and letters with accents, me doubt even more. And I begin
everything! Then start malting a to think that in a way mathematics
list. You start off with all possible is just a lovely mental game. So
one-character sequences, in alpha- Monday, Wednesday and Friday I
betical order, then all possible two- have doubts about mathematics,
character sequences, then all possi- and Tuesday, Thursday and
ble three-character sequences, and Saturday I'm doing mathematics!
none of these are very interesting, Did you once believe that things
but you keep listing them, and the in mathematics always have some
sequences get longer and longer. correspendence to the physical
So you'll eventually get all possible world?
successions of characters of any No, I believed that the ideas themgiven length, in alphabetical order. selves were real. I believed that
Of course most of this is going to be infinities were real in some sense,
garbage, but you're going to find maybe not in the physical world.
here every conceivable question in maybe in some Platonic mathematFrench, it'll be somewhere in the ical universe. But I didn't ask
list --- in fact, everything you can myself where they were. If you
start asking yourself where they
write in French is in the list.
Next, said Borel, you number are, either you have to believe they
the sequences in this list you've cre- are in the physical world. or else
·ou have to sar the..x_
are in some
ated. And then ) u imazine a real
... whose Nth other world, and that begins to
numoer O.dl, d2, d'.3
digit is 1 if the Nth element of the sound a bit weird. Where is the unilist is a valid yes/no question in verse of mathematical ideas? Is the
French, whose answer is yes, and answer that it's in your mind? Is it
whose Nth digit is 2 if the Nth ele- real then?
Some people think that that's
ment is a valid yes/no question
whose answer is no, and it's O in the more real than the physical world!
case that the Nth element of the list If you read G.H. Hardy's "A
is garbage, not valid French, or if it Mathematician's Apology,"he says
is valid French, but it's not a yes/no that "2 + 2 = 4" is absolutely true,
but anything in the real world is not
question.
So Borel has one real number as definite, so he thinks that the
that gives the answer to every world of mathematics is more real
yes/no question you can ask in than our world. This is a view that
French; about history, about psy- goes back to Plato. Plato believed
chology, about religion, about that the world of perfect concepts
math, about physics - and it's all in and ideas is more real than our
one number! So in a way this ephemeral, troubled world down
shows how unreal a real number is, here.
because it has an infinite amount of The problem is that this world is
information. No physicist can mea- inaccessible and unsatisfactory to
sure a number with infinite preci- those who want to be able to
sion. I used to have a physicist observe in some way that which
friend at my laboratory, Rolf they consider real.
Landauer. He passed away, unfor- When I was a child I had originally
tunately. He would always remind wanted to be a physicist, so I read a
me that no number measured in lot of physics, and I have a lot of
physics has more than about twenty symplithy for physicists. I read a
lot of Einstein's essays, and
digits of accuracy.
So what makes a number real? If Einstein's view is that mathematics
we have it in our mind? If we is something that you invent. We
invent it because it helps us to
measure it somewhere?
Well, real numbers are in our mind. understand the physical world. So
Are they anywhere else; that's the the set I, 2, 3, 4, S... is an invention
question. Maybe they're only in our just as much as Einstein's field
mind. I, 2, 3, 4, S... we tend to equations are. The only justificathink that it goes on forever. You tion is that they work.
Einstein goes on to say that the
think of the positive integers as an
infinite totality, as an infinite set. idea of positive integers was
And in the world of mathematical invented so long ago that we begin
fantasy, that worlcs, the ideas fit to think that they have some a priori
together nicely; but in reality have validity, that they are a direct inspiwe ever seen anythinginfmite? Do. ration from God, or eternal truths,
or to say it the way th~ Kant put it,
we see infinity anywhere?
So ~hat I'm saying is that in a that they are necessary tools of
way these mathematical notions are thought. But Einstein disagreed;he
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Take a look at this math: Chaitlin points to physics, which is above philosophy.

insists that we invented them, it's
just that free inventions begin to
look like intellectual necessities
after a while. But they are really
just our inventions and we should
feel free to replace them with other
things if that helps.
You've said before that the
axioms of mathematics are not
self-evident, that Euclid was
wrong to define an axiom as a
self-evident truth.
The normal thing that mathematicians believe is that mathematics is
inescapable and logically necessary
for the rational mind, and therefore
the axioms that mathematicians use
are inescapable; they've got to be
self-evident.
When o r
m i ~ ~ou
keep trying to break the proof into
smaller and smaller pieces until you
get back to principles that can't be
doubted. Those are the axioms:
They're things that don't need any
justificatjon because they're selfevident. Otherwise you have an
infinite regress, and how do you
ever finish a proof! You've got to
start from something, because if
you question every step in the
proof, and you need another proof
to justify it, then you never finish!
So the Greeks said you stop
with something that's self-evident
and those are what they called the
axioms. But my problem is that I
read a lot of physics. And physicists don't think that a principle of
physics is self-evident. They think
the justification is that it works.
Maxwell's equations for electromagnetic waves aren't self-evident,
but they work. The SchrOdinger
equation for the hydrogen atom
isn't self-evident, but it gives rise to
quantum mechanics. Einstein's
field equations in general relativity,
which talk about curved spacetime, I don't think anyone would
consider them !.elf-evident!
So physicists have a different
way of thinking than mathematicians do, and my problem is that
my own work, plus the fact that I
read a lot of physics when I was
young, makes me tend to see similarities between pure mathematics
and physics. Most mathematicians
think that there's no connection at
all, that pure math has no empirical
content and is ptUely in the world of
ideas, and that empirical sciences
like physics are completely different. I agree that mathematics and
physics are not the same subject.

But I think it's a matter of degree, actually leads to modem science,
really. Math is here, physics is and modem science shows that
there, and you can have many inter- things aren't what they seem. As
Arthur Stanley Eddington points
mediate positions between them.
So physics is different, and physi- out, as science progresses, an ordical reality is different, in that we nary household table gets weirder
The quantumdon't take anything to be self-evi- and weirder.
mechanical explanation for why
dent?
The problem with philosophy is matter doesn't collapse is very
that you think about it, and all of a strange.
So naive realism says that things
sudden reality fades away, breaks
into pieces, and you go mad. are what they seem and this peint of
Descartes tried to start a philosophy view leads to modem science,
by sayingthat the one thing I can be which says that things aren't at all
sure of is "I think, therefore I am." what they seem. Therefore naive
He attempted to derive all of phi- realism is wrong, it leads to a conlosophy from that. He starts off tradiction. The path that led us to
well. "I think, therefore I am" modem science was mistaken!
sounds reasonable. But how he I don't know! One of the problems
start
~ • all 1he.rest of hi£ _philoso_phy you have is that when ;o
from that doesn't seem too water- arguTngaoouf inese ptritosep~
questions you find that everyone
tight to me.
Bertrand Russell discusses has a different viewpoint, and you
something related. He says that we can't convince anyone of anything.
all start with naive realism, which is So if you get a bunch of philosothe doctrine that things are what phers in a room and you ask a
they seem, and that we perceive bunch of questions, you'll have
them directly. Then science tells us every conceivable opinion on every
that a table is actually made up of conceivable subject. You know, if
atoms with electrons whirling there were eight yes/no questions
around. It tells us that when we see and 256 philosophers, you would
something, we don't see it directly, probably get all 256 possible cominstead we see light waves, which binations of answers.
The complete text of the interare actually particles calted photons
is
on-line
at
colliding into our retina, so that the view
connection between the observer http://www.cs.auckland.ac.nz/CD
and the observed is really rather MTCS/chaitin/bard.html.
indirect.
So Russell has an essay that
says that naive realism, the view
that things are what they seem,

